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Now Relish This is a simple and informative book on cooking authentic Saudi food which allows
you to recreate the dishes I grew up loving. Now, making a wide range of Saudi meals does not
have to be complicated or require translating recipes from Arabic to English. I provide easy-to-
follow authentic Saudi recipes to make cooking joyful and simple, using ingredients you can find
in your local grocery store.This book provides a comprehensive list of recipes that will make
cooking Saudi food fun for you. The recipes are divided into different sections:•Breakfast
recipes.•Starter recipes.•Side dish recipes.•Main dish recipes.•Drink recipes.All recipes are
simply explained and have colour photos to inspire you. I have replaced some of the ingredients
which are difficult to find outside of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, without sacrificing any of the
delicious taste of the food and drinks that I love so much.With this book you can feed your family
and friends delicious, authentic and nutritious Saudi meals, with room for experimentation and
adaptation. I hope that you enjoy reading this book as much as I relished writing it, and that you
can use it to increase your knowledge of Saudi cuisine.
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This book is dedicated to the millions of people, especially unacknowledged women, who have
created delicious dishes over history.I also dedicate this book to my mother Aishah Ghalib and
my oldest sister Amal, to whom I owe most of what I know in cooking favourite
meals.Dedication2Dedication

I am, as an expat who has lived in the U.K. for more than six years, often asked about what my
ethnic food is and how to cook it. Many of my friends and colleagues like the taste, smell, and
look of the food I bring with me every day.I always try to share my recipes with them, but
sometimes it becomes overwhelming to describe the meal more than a couple of times. Also, it
is not easy to find a reliable recipe online-Saudi recipes are sometimes not accurate on the
internet.Also, there are so many Saudi students who study around the world and crave home
food but do not know how to cook it or think they cannot replace some of the ingredients or
make it easier. I tried to replace some of the ingredients here either because they were hard to
find or complicated to make the recipe in the authentic way. However, I can assure you recipes
here are as good as the authentic ones.I believe even beginner cooks can follow the steps, and
they will cook great dishes. You just need to enjoy the cooking process and make it with love. I
cooked, photographed and wrote all these recipes, which made me very happy during the
COVID-19 pandemic.As many of you may know most cuisines around the world have influenced
Saudi cuisine, and you will find some similarity between the dishes here and dishes from other
areas. This influence is because of all the ancient trade routes and all the people who moved to
Saudi Arabia many decades ago from different countries and regions.Introduction3Introduction

Amirah has a Ph.D. from The University of Leeds, in statistics. She always liked to cook and finds
it very therapeutic and relaxing. Photography is her hobby since she was a little girl. She used to
carry around her dad’s camera to take pictures of her siblings or things around her or
landscapes, then use pocket money to get them printed. Writing this cookbook combines the
two things she likes together.About the author4About the author

¼ cup black pepper seeds1 cup cumin seeds½ cup ground coriander seeds½ cup cardamom
seeds¼ cup cinnamon sticks¼ cup whole cloves½ cup turmeric1 tbsp saffron¼ cup bay
leavesWash everything and let it dry well, then grind them together and keep in a dark jar or dark
area (to preserve for longer periods). If you live in a hot environment, keep it in the fridge with all
other spices because the fridge keeps them fresh longer.1.Mixed spice ingredientsGeneral
information5General information

Measurement AbbreviationsConversion MeasurementsUnit of



measurementGramLitreMillilitreTablespoonTeaspoonCooking abbreviationglMlTbspTspEquals1
tbsp¼ cup½ cup¾ cup1 cupUnit of Measurement3 tsp4 tbsp8 tbsp12 tbsp16
tbsp2.Measurement abbreviations & conversions6General information
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Ahmed, “Delicious meals to cook. This book is so easy to understand and follow with very
inspiring food pictures. Also, the author has motivated me to start cooking more and knowing
more about different cuisines.”

The book by Charlotte Moyer has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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